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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

Nature of the 
Case: 
 
 

Rule challenge under Administrative Procedure Act, Uniform 
Declaratory Judgments Act suit against state agency, and ultra 
vires action against state official. 

Trial Court: 
 

Hon. Karin Crump, 353rd District Court, Travis County 

Parties in the 
Trial Court: 
 

Plaintiffs: 22 detainees (see supra, at iii) (“Detainee Plaintiffs”),   
Gloria Valenzuela, Grassroots Leadership, Inc. 
 
Defendants: The Texas Department of Family and Protective 
Services (“DFPS”), Henry Whitman, DFPS Commissioner, and 
Charles Smith, Executive Commissioner, Texas Health and 
Human Services, in their official capacities (collectively, “State”) 
 
Intervenors: GEO Group, and Corrections Corporation of 
America1 (“Private Prison Companies”) 

  
Trial Court 
Disposition: 
 
 
 
 
Parties in the 
Court of 
Appeals: 

 
Granted Defendants’ plea to the jurisdiction regarding Plaintiffs’ 
claims under UDJA (including attorney’s fees); denied plea in all 
other respects. Granted Plaintiffs’ motion for summary judgment 
on rule challenge, denied Defendants’ and Intervenors’ motions 
for summary judgment. App. 1.  
 
Appellants: The State and the Private Prison Companies 
 
Appellees: The Detainee Plaintiffs, Valenzuela, and Grassroots 
Leadership, Inc. 

 
  

                                           
1 CCA is now called CoreCivic. 



 

INTRODUCTION 

This appeal touches an issue of national importance: the federal government’s 

controversial policy of family detention. The State and the Private Prison Companies 

make broad statements about the parties’ motivations that must be addressed. They 

say they have no power over whether children are detained, for those decisions lie 

with the federal government alone. They say they are merely trying to protect 

detained children through the oversight provided by state licensure. State Br. at 15.  

They accuse the Plaintiffs of acting against detained children’s interests by opposing 

licensure. GEO Br. at 19. They say the Plaintiffs would sacrifice these children’s 

safety in pursuit of the larger goal of ending the federal government’s policy of 

family detention. Id.; see State Br. at 13-14.  

Plaintiffs freely admit that they oppose family detention as a policy matter.  

Detention harms children, sometimes permanently. Even so, the fate of family 

detention is beyond the scope of this litigation. At issue here are the length and 

conditions of children’s detention. The Plaintiffs include mothers and children who 

have been detained and could be detained again at the government’s whim. They 

view the protections of licensure as meager compared to the harm they would suffer 

from having to spend weeks, months, or years longer in detention under the 

dangerous standards the State has created.  
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The State is not a mere bystander to the federal government’s policies. A 

license is required before the federal government can detain children longer—its 

stated goal. Only the State can license the facilities as child-care centers. By issuing 

a rule to license these facilities, the State enables the federal government to prolong 

children’s detention under unsafe conditions.  

The State puts its own motivation at issue, insisting its sole interest is to 

protect children, and that licensing invariably accomplishes that goal. To the extent 

the State’s motive is relevant, Plaintiffs invite the Court to examine the record, which 

reveals a different agenda. The State’s own contemporaneous documents declare 

that the rule was intended to facilitate the detention of children.  

The State also echoes a repeated ICE threat:  If ICE cannot detain families at 

Karnes and Dilley, it may decide to detain the mothers alone and separate them from 

their children. State Br. at 13-14. ICE made the same threat to a federal court, to no 

avail. Flores v. Johnson, 212 F.Supp.3d 864, 877 n.8 (C.D. Cal. 2015). The Ninth 

Circuit left open the question whether parents have a right to release. Flores v. Lynch, 

828 F.3d 898, 909 n.4 (9th Cir. 2016). Whether ICE can legally follow through on 

its threat is a question for the federal courts. The threat should not keep this Court 

from faithfully applying Texas law, which supports the trial court’s judgment. 
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STATEMENT OF FACTS 

This appeal is limited to the validity of a Texas state agency’s rule. The rule 

was issued in response to a federal-court ruling limiting the ability of U.S. 

Immigration and Customs Enforcement (“ICE”) to detain minors subject to civil 

immigration proceedings. Background on ICE’s detention policy and a governing 

federal-court settlement is critical to understanding the issues in this appeal. 

I. The Flores settlement set strict limitations on detention of children in ICE 
custody.  

In 1997, a class-action settlement between detained minors and the federal 

government “set[] out nationwide policy for the detention, release, and treatment of 

minors in the custody of the [Immigration and Naturalization Service, now ICE].” 

Flores, 828 F.2d at 901. The Flores Settlement “creates a presumption in favor of 

release and favors family reunification.” Id. at 903. Unless detention is necessary to 

secure a minor’s appearance in court or ensure safety, ICE must promptly (within 

72 hours) release the minor to an adult family member or other suitable individual 

or entity. Id. at 902-03. The government must place all unreleased minors in a 

“licensed program,” i.e., “licensed by an appropriate State agency to provide 

residential, group, or foster care services for dependent children.” Id. at 903. Every 

licensed program must also be “non-secure as required under state law.” Id. 

“‘Secure’ in this context refers to a detention facility where individuals are held in 

custody and are not free to leave.” Flores, 212 F.Supp.3d at 869 n.3. “Conversely, 
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‘non-secure’ facilities are those where individuals are not held in custody.” Id. 

Minors who commit crimes may be held in a juvenile detention facility instead of a 

licensed program. Flores, 828 F.3d at 903. 

Minimizing detention of children serves important policy goals. In both 

Flores and this case, extensive unrebutted testimony established the particular harm 

that detention inflicts on children. See Flores, 212 F.Supp.3d at 880. In this case, Dr. 

Laura Guerra-Cardus of the Children’s Defense Fund summarized the research:  

[A]fter talking with the Texas Pediatric Society, we knew the position 
of the American Academy of Pediatrics that -- and many other human 
rights experts. There’s very clear and longstanding documentation 
about the harms of detaining children in detention centers, really 
worldwide, and the research reaches the pretty unanimous consensus 
that detention is very harmful for children.”  

CR3605-06.2  

Dr. Luis Zayas is Dean of the School of Social Work at the University of 

Texas at Austin. As he explained to the trial court, detention harms children by 

depriving them of freedom of action and forcing them to observe the 

disempowerment of their parents. The resulting surge of stress hormones damages 

children’s brains, affecting their socioemotional development and executive 

function. CR3580-81. The stress of detention is greater than what children 

                                           
2 “CR” refers to the first volume of the clerk’s record. “3SCR” refers to the third supplemental 
clerk’s record. “RR” refers to the reporter’s record. 
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experience in normal life or even if they are placed in therapeutic environments. 

CR3580. It leads to chronic diseases such as asthma, diabetes, and hypertension, 

CR3580-81, 3584, and causes psychological harm, including suicidal ideation and 

behavior, and developmental regression (e.g., return to breastfeeding and bed-

wetting), CR3583. The longer a child is detained, the greater the harm. CR3584.  

II. ICE adopts a policy to detain all female-headed families.  

Before 2001, families apprehended for entering the United States illegally 

were most often released rather than detained. Flores, 828 F.2d at 903. After 

September 11, 2001, this policy shifted. The government opened a family detention 

facility in Berks County, Pennsylvania in 2001, and another in Taylor, Texas, in 

2006. Id. at 903-04. The Texas facility, a converted medium-security prison called 

the T. Don Hutto Family Residential Center (“Hutto”), closed in 2009 in response 

to a lawsuit alleging violation of the Flores Settlement. See id. at 904; CR3136-37. 

Nevertheless, even though ICE had family detention facilities, “[i]t is uncontroverted 

that, prior to June 2014, ICE generally released children and parents upon 

determining that they were neither a significant flight risk nor a danger to safety.” 

Flores, 212 F.Supp.3d at 874.  

In response to increased numbers of Central Americans arriving at the U.S.-

Mexico border during Summer 2014, and to deter further arrivals, ICE adopted a 

policy of detaining all female-headed families. Flores, 212 F.Supp.3d at 869. ICE 
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rarely, if ever, detains male-headed families, and has no facilities equipped to do so. 

Id. at 873 n.4; CR3592; 3SCR356-67. Detention under ICE’s new policy would last 

for the duration of the deportation proceedings that determine if the mothers and 

children are entitled to remain in the United States. Id. at 869. Notwithstanding the 

Flores Settlement, they would be detained in secure, unlicensed facilities. Id.  

ICE opened three new family detention facilities: two in Texas and one in 

Artesia, New Mexico, which closed later that year. Flores, 828 F.2d at 904. The 

Texas facilities are operated by private prison companies under contract with ICE. 

CoreCivic operates the South Texas Family Residential Center near Dilley, Texas.  

Known as “Dilley,” this facility has 2400 beds. The GEO Group, Inc. operates 

Karnes County Residential Center near Karnes City, Texas. Known as “Karnes,” 

this facility has 830 beds.  

Most of the women and children detained at Karnes and Dilley are from 

Honduras, El Salvador, and Guatemala and either presented themselves to border 

patrol agents at a port of entry, or came across this country’s southern border, after 

fleeing persecution in their home countries. They are not accused of any crime, but 

are in civil deportation proceedings. 3SCR895, 1390, 1412; CR3318-19. They seek 

asylum as allowed by U.S. law, which is a defense to deportation. CR3319-20. 
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III. Federal courts hold that ICE’s 2014 detention policy violates the Flores 
Settlement. 

The Flores class sued the federal government, asserting that ICE’s detention 

of minors at Karnes and Dilley violates the Flores Settlement. The federal district 

court agreed. The court rejected ICE’s contention that the Settlement applied only 

to unaccompanied minors, not minors accompanied by a parent or guardian. Flores, 

212 F.Supp.3d at 873 (citing Bunikyte, ex rel. Bunikiene v. Chertoff, No. A-07-CA-

164-SS, 2007 WL 1074070, at *3 (W.D. Tex. Apr. 9, 2007)).  

The court then held that the 2014 family detention policy violated the Flores 

Settlement. The court rejected ICE’s argument that the Settlement allowed it to 

detain mothers and children together because releasing a child to someone else 

would endanger the child’s safety. Id. at 873-74. The court noted that the Settlement 

allowed ICE to (1) release a child to a different family member if a parent was not 

available, and (2) release a detained parent along with a child. Id. at. 874. The court 

also held that detention at Karnes and Dilley violated the licensing provision: 

“Defendants cannot be in substantial compliance with the Agreement because the 

facilities are secure and non-licensed.” Id. at 879.  

Finally, the court rejected ICE’s alternative request to modify the Settlement 

to allow ICE greater discretion to detain children. ICE argued that release of 

accompanied children and their mothers provided a strong incentive for Central 
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Americans to come to the United States, and that detaining the mothers and children 

acted as a deterrent. Id. at 875.  

The district court thoroughly analyzed ICE’s statistical evidence of an alleged 

deterrent effect and found the evidence “distinctly lacking in scientific rigor.” Id. at 

886. Noting that ICE had recently announced that it would no longer invoke 

deterrence in some contexts, the court observed that ICE lacked any justification for 

its 2014 policy to detain female-headed families: 

Nor do Defendants proffer any competent evidence that ICE’s 
detention of a subset of class members in secure, unlicensed facilities 
has deterred or will deter others from attempting to enter the United 
States . . . It is astonishing that Defendants have enacted a policy 
requiring such expensive infrastructure without more evidence to show 
that it would be compliant with an Agreement that has been in effect 
for 20 years or effective at achieving what Defendants hoped it would 
accomplish. 

Id. at 886; see also id. at 876 n.7. 

The district court’s order came in July 2015—after Karnes and Dilley had 

already been operating for months. Pursuant to the order, if the federal government 

detained children more than a few days, it had to place them in unsecure, licensed 

facilities. See Flores, 828 F.3d at 902-03. On appeal, the Ninth Circuit affirmed the 

district court’s order in all relevant respects. Id. at 908-10. 

IV. DFPS disclaims jurisdiction over family detention centers. 

Perhaps foreseeing the federal courts’ rulings, in Spring 2014 ICE asked the 

Texas Department of Family and Protective Services (“DFPS”) to license Karnes 
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and Dilley as childcare centers. Darla Jean Shaw, Director for Residential Child Care 

Licensing and Acting Interim Commissioner for Child Care Licensing, evaluated 

ICE’s request. 3SCR323, 479-80. After a comprehensive review by DFPS lawyers 

and staff, Ms. Shaw notified ICE that “these facilities would not qualify to be 

licensed as a general residential operation” (“GRO”)—the childcare classification 

that ICE sought. 3SCR480.   

Ms. Shaw’s decision conformed to the agency’s longstanding position that it 

had no jurisdiction to license facilities where children reside with a parent or 

guardian. Indeed, DFPS specifically disclaimed jurisdiction over the Hutto family 

detention facility in 2006, when its operator asked about licensure. CR3136-37, 

3980. Over the following ten years, DFPS consistently determined that it lacked 

statutory authority to issue residential child care licenses to secure immigrant family 

detention facilities, including Dilley and Karnes. 7 RR:Ex. 11; 3SCR481, 721, 766.3   

On the last occasion, in May 2015, Judge John J. Specia Jr., then-

Commissioner of DFPS, responded to a request that the agency take action to shut 

down Dilley. See 7RR:Ex.11. Explaining in detail the agency’s statutory authority, 

                                           
3Although DFPS had no jurisdiction to issue a childcare license, it could—and did—issue 
Temporary Shelter Permits to Dilley and Karnes so that they could keep children at on-site day 
care centers while mothers confer with lawyers. 3SCR483, 719-20. GEO wrote on the bottom of 
its TSP application: “DFPS determined on 09-16-14 that [Karnes] is not a childcare operation that 
is subject to DFPS regulations/licensing.”  3SCR721.  
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Commissioner Specia declined to take action. Id. In this, he followed the agency’s 

longstanding judgment: “[C]hildren reside at this facility with their parents. It is for 

this reason that DFPS has neither jurisdiction nor standing.” 7RR:Ex.11 at 1. Only a 

few months later, the agency did an about-face. 

V. DFPS changes course and moves to license Karnes and Dilley as childcare 
centers. 

In response to the July 2015 Flores decision, ICE and the Private Prison 

Companies, aggressively sought DFPS childcare licenses. Even though the Texas 

Legislature had not modified DFPS’s licensing authority, ICE repeatedly urged 

DFPS to change its view of its own jurisdiction. 3SCR479-81. 

A. DFPS issues an emergency rule permitting licensure. 

DFPS acceded to ICE’s pressure and fast-tracked a new rule as an 

“emergency.” CR229. In late August 2015, DFPS held meetings simultaneously 

attended by DFPS, ICE, CCA, and GEO to develop the rule, and DFPS requested 

cost information from CCA “to justify the emergency rule.”  3SCR941; CR3865-66.  

On September 2, 2015, the DFPS Commissioner proposed an emergency rule, 

explaining:  

A [federal] court ruling on a 1997 settlement agreement concerning these 
facilities requires immediate action. This particular [A]greement prohibits 
ICE from placing children in facilities unless they are, among other things, 
licensed by the state’s child welfare agency. 
 

3SCR709.   
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DFPS chose to issue the rule because it believed that without a license, ICE 

would be prohibited “from placing children in facilities.”  Id.; CR3094. DFPS 

admitted that its motivation was not the protection of children at Dilley and Karnes.  

CR3086 (“The emergency is not so much that there were—that there have been kids 

out there that need to be regulated.”). After DFPS issued the emergency rule, it 

continued meetings with ICE to discuss what further waivers would assist CCA and 

GEO. 3SCR915-20. 

Grassroots Leadership, Inc. sued DFPS to invalidate the emergency rule. CR7.  

The Private Prison Companies intervened to help DFPS defend the rule. CR720, 756. 

The trial court enjoined implementation of the emergency rule after finding that 

DFPS enacted it for administrative convenience rather than a true public emergency. 

CR380.  

B. DFPS issues a final rule. 

DFPS then undertook regular rulemaking. Despite strong, unanimous 

opposition from physicians and child-welfare advocates, CR466, DFPS adopted 

another rule using text that is virtually identical to its emergency rule. Compare 

CR316 with CR475. The agency justified its rule by stating essentially that any 

regulation is better than no regulation, see CR472-73, even though the Private Prison 

Companies were already contractually obligated to follow DFPS’s more stringent 

minimum standards. 3SCR893; see also CR4055-57. 
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The new rule christens family detention facilities as “family residential 

centers” (“FRC”). 40 TEX. ADMIN. CODE §748.7 (“FRC Rule”). Under the FRC 

Rule, an FRC can be licensed when: “[t]he center is operated to enforce federal 

immigration laws” and “[e]ach child at the center is detained with a parent or other 

adult family member, who remains with the child at the center.”  Id. At an FRC, “[a] 

parent or family member with a child provides the direct care for the child except 

for specific circumstances when the child is cared for directly by the center or 

another adult in the custody of the center.”  40 TEX. ADMIN. CODE §748.7(a)(4).  

Karnes and Dilley are the only facilities in Texas that fit the Rule’s definition of an 

FRC. CR465. 

While the FRC Rule requires FRCs to get childcare licenses, it absolves them 

of providing childcare. At FRCs, “parents reside with and are responsible for their 

children” 40 TEX. ADMIN. CODE §748.7(a)(4) (emphasis added). The Private Prison 

Companies recognize that the mothers retain all legal rights over their children.  

3SCR:Ex.17 at 256 (“It is not the intention of [Karnes staff] to fill the role of parent 

....”).  

Licensed facilities are subject to DFPS’s minimum standards. The FRC rule 

provided that FRCs would be licensed as general residential operations, or GROs, 

as defined in §42.002(4) of the Texas Human Resources Code. 40 TEX. ADMIN. 

CODE §748.7(b). But GROs are subject to “bedroom” requirements, limiting how 
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many children can share a bedroom and under what conditions. 40 TEX. ADMIN 

CODE §§1937, 1939, 3357. The Private Prison Companies and ICE requested 

waivers of the bedroom requirements. As DFPS’s Shaw recounts: 

In my conversations with ICE, we talked about the extent of our standards, 
and they did tell me that they felt that there were certain standards they would 
not be able to easily meet or comply with.   
 

3SCR523. DFPS again acquiesced, waiving rules prohibiting: (1) more than 4 

children from sharing a bedroom, (2) adults from sharing a bedroom with a child, 

and (3) children of the opposite sex sharing a bedroom. 40 TEX. ADMIN. CODE 

§748(c). An exception to the latter two rules was necessary to keep families together, 

but DFPS’s waiver went much further, allowing any adult—even a stranger—to 

sleep in the same bedroom with an unrelated child. This allowed the Private Prison 

Companies to continue to detain the same numbers of women and children without 

having to modify their facilities. See CR3905-06. 

VI. Prison-like conditions at Dilley and Karnes 

The Private Prison Companies tout the amenities they offer to detainees, 

whom they call “residents.” CoreCivic Br. at 3-4; GEO Br. at 26. But the trial court 

heard evidence that a playground and snacks do not convert a detention facility into 

a child welfare facility. Dr. Zayas said of Karnes: “I would describe it as prison-

like.” CR3151. He continued: 

[M]ost childcare or child welfare facilities do much more to provide a 
less restrictive environment. They look for the best interest of the child, 
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emotionally, psychologically, socially, educationally, physically, 
spiritually and so on. There’s nothing to indicate that a prison-like 
setting is allowing for that. We can also add to that the family context. 
These are not mothers living in what we would prefer to see them living 
in, in more of an apartment setting, where they can cook their children’s 
dinner, they can put them to bed at night, they can wash their clothes 
and things like that. It is a group of families, two, sometimes more 
families in one cell. That’s very different from any child welfare facility 
I’ve ever visited.”  

CR3152. When asked whether Karnes employees conduct themselves as childcare 

workers, Dr. Zayas responded: “they seem to be guards.” CR3152. “[I]t’s very 

different from anything I’ve ever seen outside of a criminal facility.” CR 3151-52. 

The average size of the families that ICE places at Dilley and Karnes is 2.1, 

meaning that almost all families consist of one mother and one child. CR3592, 3932, 

3934; 3SCR1654. Dilley’s bedrooms hold 12 people each. CR3934; 3SCR202. One 

detainee testified:  

We live in a room with 10 other people . . . . We are six adult women 
and 6 girls . . . . My daughter is being exposed to inappropriate adult 
behavior.  My daughter is not just living with me in this jail, she is also 
residing with 10 other unknown unrelated people.  Neither of us feel 
safe or comfortable. 

Id. Karnes bedrooms hold eight people, although Karnes’ current policy is to assign 

no more than of five detainees to each bedroom. CR4100.  

When the detained families arrive at Dilley and Karnes, they are forced to 

shower. Their passports, money, and phones are confiscated. CR4096; 3SCR722.  

Everyone who enters Dilley or Karnes, including DFPS workers, is searched for 
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contraband and subjected to x-ray of their belongings and a “black-light” stamp to 

identify them as visitors. 3SCR561-62, 723-25, 729, 884-86; CR4087.  All persons, 

whether employees, detainees, or visitors, are required to wear an identification 

badge. CR4087, 3357 (18-month-old wears badge).  The front doors at Dilley and 

Karnes are unlocked but guarded at all times. CR4083-84; 3SCR883. Guards 

perform bed checks every 30 minutes during the night, making it difficult to sleep, 

and all children must report for “census” three times per day. CR3350, 3937-38; 

3SCR718, 1021, 1178, 1181-83. Officers patrol the facilities’ perimeters, at times 

with shotguns. 3SCR887. 

Children have already been harmed because DFPS allowed unrelated adults 

to share bedrooms with children. At Karnes, an adult detainee groped an unrelated 

12-year-old girl with whom she was sharing a bedroom. CR3386. The girl is now 

afraid to go to sleep. CR3387. As Dr. Zayas testified: “We typically, in life, don’t 

let our children sleep in bedrooms with other people, adults.” CR3157. It is “[a] 

grave concern to have children sleeping in rooms with adults other than their 

parents.” Id. 

VII. The trial court invalidates the FRC Rule. 

Grassroots challenged the FRC Rule under the Administrative Procedure Act. 

Grassroots was joined by 22 mothers and children detained at Karnes and Dilley 

(“Detainee Plaintiffs”) and by Gloria Valenzuela, who operates a DFPS-licensed 
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childcare center. CR867. The Plaintiffs also asserted claims under the Uniform 

Declaratory Judgments Act for declaratory relief that the rule was invalid and that 

DFPS had no authority to license the FRCs. The Plaintiffs also sought attorney’s 

fees under the UDJA. The Private Prison Companies intervened to help DFPS 

defend the FRC Rule. CR720, 756. 

The trial court granted a temporary injunction, preventing DFPS from issuing 

a license to Dilley under the FRC Rule (the Karnes license had already been issued). 

CR1112. The State filed a plea to the jurisdiction based on sovereign immunity and 

standing, CR740, and all parties filed motions for summary judgment.  

The trial court granted the State’s plea to the jurisdiction in part, dismissing 

the Plaintiffs’ UDJA claims, and otherwise denied the plea. CR4213-14. The trial 

court then granted the Plaintiffs’ summary-judgment motion on two grounds: the 

FRC Rule contravenes §42.002(4) of the Texas Human Resources Code, and the 

FRC Rule conflicts with the Code’s general objectives. Id. The court denied the 

State’s and the Private Prison Companies’ summary-judgment motions. Id.  

The trial court’s original judgment did not deny the State the ability to 

automatically supersede the judgment by filing a notice of appeal. CR4182. When 

the Plaintiffs apprised the court that, upon filing a notice of appeal, the State was 

free to issue a license to Dilley despite invalidation of the FRC Rule, CR4185, the 

court set an emergency hearing, heard argument from both sides, and vacated the 
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judgment. The court then signed an amended judgment denying the State the ability 

to supersede. CR4215. Finally, the trial court ordered DFPS to continue overseeing 

Karnes and Dilley to ensure they complied with minimum standards during the 

pendency of the appeal, but no longer. Id. Neither the State nor the Private Prison 

Companies sought immediate review, via appellate motion or mandamus, of the trial 

court’s supersedeas order or oversight order. 
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SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 

For three independent reasons, DFPS lacks statutory authority to issue the 

FRC Rule and license immigration detention facilities as child care centers. First, 

DFPS has no authority to license facilities where children reside with their parents. 

For ten years, DFPS itself repeatedly studied the matter and consistently concluded 

that it lacked authority. Confronted with this, the Private Prison Companies and ICE 

should have gone to the Legislature, the only body that can broaden an agency’s 

regulatory reach. Instead, they convinced DFPS to reimagine the scope of its 

authority through novel statutory interpretation. After the trial court rejected the 

agency’s new interpretation, the Private Prison Companies filed a bill to expand 

DFPS’s authority, but the bill died in a House committee in Spring 2017. Because 

no statutory text changed, DFPS’s original interpretation should stand, invalidating 

the FRC Rule. The trial court correctly granted summary judgment on this ground. 

Two further substantive grounds support the trial court’s judgment. First, the 

FRC Rule contravenes the sole objective of Chapter 42 of the Human Resources 

Code, “to protect the health, safety, and well-being of the children,” because it 

facilitates and prolongs harmful detention under indefensibly dangerous conditions 

TEX. HUM. RES. CODE §42.001. Second, the Rule transgresses Family Code 

§54.011(f), which forbids anyone from aiding in the prohibited detention of a child 

who has committed no criminal offense.  
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The FRC Rule is also invalid for two procedural reasons. The Rule lacks the 

reasoned justification required of all agency rules. And DFPS adopted the Rule 

without convening the work group required under Chapter 42. Accordingly, the trial 

court’s judgment should be affirmed. 
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ARGUMENT 

I. Plaintiffs have standing. 

The State and the Private Prison Companies incorrectly challenge the 

Plaintiffs’ standing. To have standing, a plaintiff must (1) have an injury that (2) is 

“fairly traceable to the defendant’s allegedly unlawful conduct” and (3) that is 

“likely to be redressed by the requested relief.” Heckman v. Williamson Cty., 369 

S.W.3d 137, 154–55 (Tex. 2012) (quotations omitted). “Standing is determined at 

the time suit is filed in the trial court, and subsequent events do not deprive the court 

of subject matter jurisdiction.” Tex. Ass’n of Bus. v. Tex. Air Control Bd., 852 S.W.2d 

440, 446 n.9 (Tex. 1993); accord Clapper v. Amnesty Int’l USA, 568 U.S. 398, 426 

(2013);4 Heckman, 369 S.W.3d at 157.  

Here, all the plaintiffs seek the same relief. For that reason, if any one plaintiff 

has standing the case proceeds. Andrade v. NAACP of Austin, 345 S.W.3d 1, 6 (Tex. 

2011). In any event, every plaintiff has standing. 

A. The Detainee Plaintiffs have standing. 

Many of the plaintiffs in this case are mothers and children who were detained 

at Dilley or Karnes at the time the petition was filed. As the State conceded at the 

                                           
4 Texas courts often look to federal precedent on standing. See, e.g., Heckman, 369 S.W.3d at 154; 
Brown v. Todd, 53 S.W.3d 297, 305 (Tex. 2001).  
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outset of this suit, CR3114, mothers and their children are harmed directly by the 

FRC Rule and therefore have standing. 

1. The Detainee Plaintiffs have an injury-in-fact.  

For standing, an injury need be no more than “an identifiable trifle.” United 

States v. Students Challenging Regulatory Agency Procs., 412 U.S. 669, 689 n.14 

(1973); OCA-Greater Houston v. Texas, 867 F.3d 604, 612 (5th Cir. 2017) (holding 

that the injury requirement “is qualitative, not quantitative”). The Detainee 

Plaintiffs’ injury meets this standard.  

The FRC Rule affects the length and conditions of the Detained Plaintiffs’ 

confinement. Under Flores, a license opens the door to longer detention periods for 

minors. Flores, 828 F.2d at 903. Longer periods of detention cause grievous harm 

to children. CR3580-84. And this extended detention will take place under waivers 

of DFPS’s “bedroom rules” that force children to sleep in the same bedroom as adult 

strangers, exposing them to invasion of privacy and risk of sexual assault. This is 

illustrated by an actual occurrence: one plaintiff’s daughter was sexually assaulted 

by an unrelated adult sharing a bedroom at Karnes. CR3386.5 

 

                                           
5 In previous rulemakings, the State determined that the risk of assault was sufficiently serious that 
GROs should be flatly prohibited from housing children with unrelated adults or unrelated 
opposite-sex children. See 40 TEX. ADMIN. CODE §§1937, 1939, 3357; see also 35 TEX. REG. 
§§7497, 7502 (2010) (explaining that these rules were meant “to promote safe sleep and ensure 
appropriate physical boundaries between staff and children”). 
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The risks to safety suffice to prove Detainee Plaintiffs’ standing. See Tex. 

Ass’n of Bus., 852 S.W.2d at 447 (holding that “[a] substantial risk of injury is 

sufficient” to confer standing); accord Monsanto Co. v. Geertson Seed Farms, 561 

U.S. 139, 155 (2010) (concluding that plaintiffs had standing where agency decision 

caused them “significant risk” of injury). The threat of psychological injury, 

CR3386-87, 3157, is also sufficient. See Crosstex N. Tex. Pipeline, L.P. v. Gardiner, 

505 S.W.3d 580, 594 (Tex. 2016) (“The law has recognized numerous types of legal 

injuries, including injuries to a person’s . . . right to privacy . . . .”); Billings v. 

Atkinson, 489 S.W.2d 858, 860 (Tex. 1973) (holding that “an unwarranted invasion 

of the right of privacy constitutes a legal injury”).  

The State argues that the Detainee Plaintiffs have no injury because the FRC 

Rule would help, not hurt, them. State Br. at 27. The Detained Plaintiffs do not 

dispute that licensure brings some incremental benefit in the form of more rigorous 

background checks and more inspections. But standing does not require a balancing 

test.  Standing only requires harm. The licensure that the FRC Rule authorizes also 

brings significant detriments that the State is unwilling to acknowledge: the threat 

of longer detention, during which children will have to share a bedroom with adult 

strangers. Given that (1) detention causes severe, permanent harm to children, and 

(2) the waiver of the bedroom requirements creates a significant threat of sexual 
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assault, the Detained Plaintiffs have alleged ample harm to establish standing. The 

State’s discussion of benefits has nothing to do with standing. 

2. The Detainee Plaintiffs’ injuries are traceable to the State 
and can be remedied by the relief sought. 

The traceability requirement ensures that a “court act[s] only to redress injury 

that fairly can be traced to the challenged action of the defendant, and not injury that 

results from the independent action of some third party not before the court.” 

Heckmann, 369 S.W.3d at 155. In other words, the defendant must be responsible 

for the plaintiff’s injury. 

The State is correct that it does not incarcerate the Detained Plaintiffs. The 

fact of detention is traceable to the federal government. But the State’s action 

indisputably affects the length and conditions of detention. Only the State can issue 

a license and waive the minimum standards (such as the bedroom rules) that all other 

GROs are required to meet. And a license is a precondition to the longer detention 

periods that ICE desires. Under Flores, absent a license, ICE must release detained 

children. Thus, the harm the Detained Plaintiffs will suffer if detained for longer 

periods at Karnes and Dilley is traceable to the State. 

The State has conceded the third element—redressability. According to the 

State, an injunction against the FRC Rule materially affects the Detainee Plaintiffs’ 

conditions. State Br. at 27. It does not matter that the State characterizes the 

injunction’s effect as detrimental. What matters is that the injunction invalidating 
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the FRC Rule and prohibiting further licenses protects the Detainee Plaintiffs from 

longer periods of confinement. Thus their injuries are redressable (and are, indeed, 

presently being redressed by the trial court’s judgment). See Heckman, 369 S.W.3d 

at 155 (“The third element of standing requires that the plaintiff’s alleged injury be 

likely to be redressed by the requested relief . . . .” (quotations omitted)). 

B. Gloria Valenzuela has standing. 

Gloria Valenzuela operates a childcare center under a DFPS license. CR1133. 

She alleges “that the value and reputation of her DFPS license and of her work are 

diminished and disparaged if DFPS issues child-care licenses to jails.” CR1144.  

Valenzuela’s are cognizable injuries for standing purposes. Reputational 

harms find much support in the law. The Austin Court of Appeals has likewise held 

that disparagement of a State-issued license is an injury that supports standing. In 

Tex. State Bd. of Podiatric Med. Exam’rs v. Tex. Orthopaedic Ass’n, No. 03-04-

00253-CV, 2004 WL 2556917, at *1 (Tex. App.—Austin Nov. 12, 2004, no pet.) 

(mem. op.), an association of doctors challenged a board rule that would allow 

podiatrists to perform certain foot surgeries. The court held that the association had 

standing because the reputation of doctors’ licenses would be diminished if 

podiatrists were permitted to perform surgeries that were previously the doctors’ 

exclusive province. Id. at *2. Likewise, Valenzuela reasonably alleges that by 

association with prisons, her license’s reputation is diminished.  
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The State asserts that Board of Podiatric Medicine applies “only [to] a 

licensure change that would put a previous license holder in direct economic 

competition with the new license holder.” State Br. at 29 (emphasis added). The 

State does not cite authority or logic for this narrow reading of the case. To be sure, 

Board of Podiatric Medicine concerned economic competition. But Valenzuela has 

a constitutionally protected property interest in her license. See Scally v. Tex. State 

Bd. of Med. Exam’rs, 351 S.W.3d 434, 446–47 (Tex. App.—Austin 2011, pet. 

denied). The value of this property interest can be diminished not just by increased 

competition, but by association with unsavory persons or practices—like the private 

prisons at Karnes and Dilley.6 Cf. Zapata Corp. v. Zapata Trading Int’l, Inc., 841 

S.W.2d 45, 50 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th Dist.] 1992, no writ) (“The association 

of these collection suits with the appellant could very well damage its 

reputation . . . .”); Gonzales v. Zamora, 791 S.W.2d 258, 266 (Tex. App.—Corpus 

Christi 1990, no writ) (similar). 

                                           
6 The State (without record support) incorrectly argues that the only economic harm Valenzuela 
could suffer would be from parents choosing illegal child care over licensed facilities, but that 
standing cannot be predicated “on the presumption that the law will be broken.” State Br. at 30. 
The State is doubly wrong. Parents could choose home- or family-care over licensed facilities like 
Valenzuela’s, both of which would decrease demand for her services, and the cases on which the 
State relies prohibit a plaintiff from basing standing on her own future illegal conduct. See O’Shea 
v. Littleton, 414 U.S. 488, 497 (1974), cited by State Br. at 30. 
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C. Grassroots has standing. 

Grassroots Leadership is a non-profit organization focused on “advocating for 

policies that reduce reliance on incarceration and detention.” RR2:189; CR1004. It 

focuses on the intersection of private prisons and immigration. RR2:189; CR1004–

05. It has advocated for the women and children detained at Karnes and Dilley since 

those facilities opened. CR1005.  

Grassroots opposed the FRC Rule because it would allow Karnes and Dilley 

to detain children for longer periods of time under lower standards of care than are 

provided to children in all other Texas GROs. RR2:205. This was a threat to its core 

advocacy mission. CR1639–40, 1645. Consequently, Grassroots has been forced to 

divert resources to opposing the FRC Rule’s adoption and the licensure of private 

prisons as childcare facilities. RR2:186–87; CR1634, 1638.  

As a result, Grassroots has not been able to perform some of its other 

important work. A project related to investigating the impact of criminal prosecution 

of migrants on the federal-court system has been postponed and delayed. RR2:187; 

see also CR1639, 1642–44, as have planned visitation programs at other detention 

centers. RR2:188.  

This type of harm to Grassroots’s activities, “with the consequent drain on 

[its] resources,” creates standing. Havens Realty Corp. v. Coleman, 455 U.S. 363, 

379 (1982); id. at 378–39 (finding standing where organization’s ability to provide 
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services was “perceptibly impaired” by the defendants’ conduct); PETA v. U.S. 

Dep’t of Agric., 797 F.3d 1087, 1094–95 (D.C. Cir. 2015) (finding standing where 

defendant’s conduct impaired its advocacy, inducing the organization to spend 

resources to challenge); Georgia Latino Alliance for Human Rights v. Governor of 

Georgia, 691 F.3d 1250, 1259-60 (11th Cir. 2012) (similar).7 

Additionally, DFPS enacted the FRC Rule without seriously considering 

Grassroots’s objections and comments or giving adequate justification for 

disregarding them. CR1626–30. Grassroots has a right to have DFPS consider its 

comments and have explained the reasons for their rejection. See TEX. GOV’T CODE 

§§2001.029, .030. Grassroots has standing to redress this violation of its statutory 

rights. Planned Parenthood of Gulf Coast, Inc. v. Gee, 862 F.3d 445, 455 (5th Cir. 

2017) (“[V]iolation of a statutory right, even standing alone, may be sufficient to 

satisfy the injury requirement . . . .”). 

                                           
7 The State suggests that Grassroots lacks standing because, without members, it cannot meet the 
associational-standing test articulated in Texas Association of Business. State Br. at 19. It is well-
settled law that corporations can be injured, and they have standing to sue for those injuries subject 
to “the same inquiry as in the case of an individual.” Havens Realty Corp. v. Coleman, 455 U.S. 
363, 378 (1982); OCA-Greater Houston v. Texas, 867 F.3d 604, 610 (5th Cir. 2017). The State 
proposes no reasoned basis for the distinction it asks this Court to draw between for- and non-
profit corporations; neither is it supported by any State or federal case. See, e.g., City of San 
Antonio v. Headwaters Coalition, Inc., 381 S.W.3d 543, 548–50 (Tex. App.—San Antonio 2012, 
pet. denied) (concluding that non-profits had standing based on their own injuries); Am. Acad. of 
Emergency Med. v. Mem’l Hermann Healthcare Sys., Inc., 285 S.W.3d 35, 41 & n.6 (Tex. App.—
Houston [1st Dist.] 2009, no pet.) (distinguishing between associational standing and whether the 
organization “possesses standing individually”). 
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II. The Detainee Plaintiffs’ claims are not moot. 

Under the State’s proposed reading of Texas mootness law, no detainee will 

ever be able to challenge the FRC Rule. The State is wrong. 

A. The Detainee Plaintiffs continue to have a stake in the outcome of 
this litigation. 

At the time they made their declarations, the Detainee Plaintiffs were detained 

at Karnes or Dilley. CR1133. They have all since been paroled or released on bond. 

Id. But their bond or parole can be revoked at any time, for any (or no) reason. Id.; 

8 U.S.C. §1226(b) (“The Attorney General at any time may revoke a bond or 

parole . . .  and detain the alien.”).  

The State argues that the Detainee Plaintiffs’ “release” moots their claims. 

State Br. at 27–28. Under identical circumstances, a Texas federal court rejected this 

argument. In In re Hutto Family Detention Center, the defendants argued that the 

immigrant plaintiffs’ claims regarding the conditions of their detention at Hutto were 

mooted by their release on bond and parole. See No. A-07-CA-164-SS, ECF No. 64 

at 1 (W.D. Tex. May 10, 2007). The court firmly rejected that argument, noting that 

the plaintiffs “ha[d] not been unequivocally released.” Id. at 3. Instead, they had 

been given “discretionary parole” under section 1226(b) that could “be revoked at 

any time, even if the detainee does nothing in particular to warrant revocation.” Id. 

For that reason, the plaintiffs “ha[d] a continuing, vital interest in the outcome of 

th[e] litigation,” and their claims “[were] not moot.” Id. at 4.  
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The Hutto court’s decision is consistent with United States Supreme Court 

precedent. In Clark v. Martinez, for instance, the Court considered a challenge by 

immigrant detainees to ICE’s indefinite detention of certain categories of aliens. 543 

U.S. 371, 378–79 (2005). While the case was pending on appeal, one of the plaintiffs 

was given discretionary parole under a provision similar to §1226(b). Id. at 376 & 

n.3 (citing 8 C.F.R. §212.12(h)). The Court held that the plaintiff’s claims 

nevertheless presented a live controversy because he could be returned to detention 

at any time. Id. at 376 n.3; accord Rodriguez v. Hayes, 591 F.3d 1105, 1117–18 (9th 

Cir. 2010) (similar); Rosales-Garcia v. Holland, 322 F.3d 386, 395–96 (6th Cir. 

2003) (en banc) (holding that discretionary parole did not moot case because it “does 

not constitute a termination of detention; it simply constitutes a reprieve from 

detention”). 

Rather than account for this authority, the State points to Williams v. Lara, 52 

S.W.3d 171 (Tex. 2001). According to the State, Williams holds that “[c]laims 

related to the condition of temporary confinement become moot when the 

complainant is released.” State Br. at 27. Williams made no such broad statement. 

Unlike this case, where the plaintiffs were released on discretionary parole and 

subject to re-detention, the Williams plaintiffs were unequivocally “former inmates” 

who “no longer face[d] the unconstitutional conduct about which they complain.” 
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Williams, 52 S.W.3d at 175, 184. Williams simply did not concern the issue 

presented by this case.8 

B. Even if the Detainee Plaintiffs’ claims are moot, an exception to 
mootness doctrine applies. 

1. The Detainee Plaintiffs’ claims are capable of repetition yet 
evade review. 

Detainee Plaintiffs’ claims are “[c]apable of repetition yet evading review.” 

Tex. A&M Univ.—Kingsville v. Yarbrough, 347 S.W.3d 289, 290 (Tex. 2011). To 

satisfy this exception, (1) the injury must be of such short duration that review is 

impossible before it becomes moot; and  (2) there must be a reasonable likelihood 

that the same plaintiff will again be subject to the same injury. Id. 

In Williams, the Texas Supreme Court held that the first prong is satisfied 

where the plaintiff challenges the conditions of pre-trial confinement because the 

duration of confinement is too short to complete litigation. Williams, 52 S.W.3d at 

184; see also S. Pac. Terminal Co. v. Interstate Commerce Comm’n, 219 U.S. 498, 

514–16 (1911) (holding that a two-year period was too short); Turner v. Rogers, 564 

U.S. 431, 440 (2011) (one year). Here, the average length of detention is eleven days, 

much too short to complete litigation. See Diop v. ICE, 656 F.3d 221, 227 (3d Cir. 

2011) (holding that immigrant’s claim met first prong).  

                                           
8 Indeed, the Williams plaintiffs do not appear to have seriously argued that their claims were not 
moot, and the Court’s focus was on the capable-of-repetition exception to mootness discussed infra 
Part II.B. See Williams, 52 S.W.3d at 184–85. 
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The Detainee Plaintiffs’ claims are also capable of repetition. Their 

“newfound freedom is the fragile result of several precarious conditions.” Diop, 656 

F.3d at 229. They are subject to re-detention at any time, for any reason. And if they 

are detained again, they will be held at Karnes or Dilley. See CR3591, 3375. 

Consequently, there is a reasonable expectation that they will again face injury from 

the FRC Rule. See Diop, 656 F.3d at 228. The inquiry is “whether the controversy 

[is] capable of repetition.” Honig v. Doe, 484 U.S. 305, 318 n.6 (1988). The test is 

satisfied by “expectations that, while reasonable, [are] hardly demonstrably 

probable.” Id. There is no need to establish the possibility “with mathematical 

precision.” Id. 

Williams did not, as the State contends, create a “categorical bar on seeking 

injunctive relief related to the conditions of confinement after release.” State Br. at 

28. Williams rejected the exception’s applicability because the likelihood of their 

injury recurring was premised on an assumption of the plaintiffs’ own future 

criminality. Id.; see also id. at 185 n.8 (collecting similar cases).  

The Detainee Plaintiffs’ circumstances are significantly different because they 

can be detained again without any reason, at the government’s whim. See Hutto, 

ECF No. 64 at 3 (distinguishing similarly situated plaintiffs’ claims from cases in 

which “release from custody . . . renders a claim for injunctive release moot”); cf. 

Diop, 656 F.3d at 228 (distinguishing case in which repetition depended on the 
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“wholly speculative” possibility the plaintiff’s conviction would be overturned on 

appeal). Williams in no way excludes the mootness exception from applying in the 

circumstances of this case, and persuasive federal precedent provides that it does. 

2. The public-interest exception applies. 

The public-interest exception to mootness “allows appellate review of a 

question of considerable public importance if that question is capable of repetition 

between either the same parties or other members of the public but for some reason 

evades appellate review.” Univ. Interscholastic League v. Buchanan, 848 S.W.2d 

298, 304 (Tex. App.—Austin 1993, no writ). The State suggests that this exception 

conflicts with the Supreme Court’s subsequent decision in Texas Association of 

Business, which it says “confirmed that standing is a constitutional doctrine in Texas 

and a limitation on the powers of the courts.” State Br. at 30.  

Subsequent to TAB, the Texas Supreme Court has reserved the question of 

whether the public-interest exception applies in Texas, but it has never rejected its 

applicability. See FDIC v. Nueces Cty., 886 S.W.2d 766, 767 (Tex. 1994). And the 

State’s suggestion that TAB somehow precludes Texas courts from recognizing 

mootness exceptions is, itself, in conflict with Supreme Court precedent; the 

capable-of-repetition exception likewise allows review of mooted claims. See Tex. 

A&M Univ.—Kingsville, 347 S.W.3d at 290–91.  
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The State does not even attempt to argue that the exception does not apply. 

This case is certainly capable of repetition: hundreds of families cycle through 

Karnes and Dilley, and each will be subject to the FRC Rules. It also presents an 

issue of manifest public importance that a court should decide: whether a child-

welfare rule adopted to benefit specific private prisons, and which affects thousands 

of persons, is legal. In the unlikely event that this Court finds the Detainee Plaintiffs’ 

claims moot and the capable-of-repetition exception inapplicable, the Detainee 

Plaintiffs nevertheless have standing under the public-interest exception. 

III. DFPS lacks statutory authority to license facilities where children reside 
with their parents. 

The trial court properly held that the FRC Rule contravenes §42.002(4) of the 

Human Resources Code. Over a decade DFPS lawyers repeatedly studied the matter 

and read §42.002(4) to exclude from the definition of “general residential operation” 

(“GRO”) facilities where parents reside with their children. Then, with no change in 

statutory text or reason other than Flores, DFPS did an about-face. But FRCs cannot 

be GROs because neither the GRO definition nor any other part of Chapter 42 

empowers DFPS to license facilities where parents reside with their children. 

A. An agency’s statutory authority must be explicit. 

Unlike courts, administrative agencies have no inherent authority or 

jurisdiction. They “may exercise only those powers the law, in clear and express 

statutory language, confers upon them. Courts will not imply additional authority to 
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agencies, nor may agencies create for themselves any excess powers.”  Subaru of 

Am., Inc. v. David McDavid Nissan, Inc., 84 S.W.3d 212, 220 (Tex. 2002). An 

agency may not exercise a new power simply because it is expedient for the agency’s 

purposes. Pub. Util. Comm’n of Tex. v. GTE–Sw., Inc., 901 S.W.2d 401, 407 (Tex. 

1995).9 

B. DFPS has authority to license childcare, but childcare occurs only 
if parents are absent. 

The State can point to no statute expressly conferring jurisdiction over (1) 

family detention centers or (2) facilities where adult parents reside with their 

children. The State hinges its newly claimed authority on an expansive reading of 

the word “care” in the GRO definition: 

“General residential operation” means a child-care facility that provides care 
for more than 12 children for 24 hours a day, including facilities known as 
children’s homes, halfway houses, residential treatment centers, emergency 
shelters, and therapeutic camps. 
 

TEX. HUM. RES. CODE §42.002(4). The parties’ dispute centers on the meaning of 

“care” in this statute. The State would define it expansively, to include almost any 

task performed for a child’s benefit. State Br. at 36 n.16. Plaintiffs, by contrast, apply 

                                           
9 The Private Prison Companies note that DFPS has exclusive jurisdiction to initially determine 
whether a facility qualifies for a statutory exclusion, but do not ask the Court to apply this doctrine 
or dismiss the case for failure to exhaust administrative remedies. CoreCivic Br. at 23; GEO Br. 
at 49. Indeed, the exclusive-jurisdiction doctrine has no application in an APA rule challenge, 
where the agency has already spoken, and no statutory exclusion is at issue. 
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it in its specific statutory context to mean childcare, i.e., responsibility for a child in 

the parents’ absence. 

The flaw in the State’s definition is that it proves too much, making it patently 

unreasonable. For example, the agency asserts that “care” in this context 

encompasses medical care. State Br. at 35. But if that were so, a children’s hospital 

would be a GRO because it (1) provides “care” for more than 12 children 24 hours 

a day, and (2) fits the definition of “child-care facility” because—again—it provides 

“care” and “treatment” to unrelated children for all or part of the day: 

“Child-care facility” means a facility licensed, certified, or registered 
by the department to provide assessment, care, training, education, 
custody, treatment, or supervision for a child who is not related by 
blood, marriage, or adoption to the owner or operator of the facility, for 
all or part of the 24-hour day, whether or not the facility is operated for 
profit or charges for the services it offers. 

TEX. HUM. RES. CODE §42.002(3). Therefore, DFPS would be required to regulate 

all children’s hospitals, which, in turn, could not operate without a childcare license.  

See 40 TEX. ADMIN. CODE §745.31 (DFPS “regulate[s] child day care and residential 

child care . . . unless we determine your operation is exempt from regulation.”). Of 

course, DFPS does not pretend to regulate children’s hospitals. 

According to the State, providing food is also “care.” State Br. at 35. If true, 

this construction would extend the agency’s licensing reach to grocery stores and 

restaurants, as they provide “care” (i.e., food) to unrelated children for all or part of 

the day. TEX. HUM. RES. CODE §42.002(3). CoreCivic argues that “care” includes 
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shelter. CoreCivic Br. at 25. Under this definition, DFPS would be required to 

license hotels as child-care facilities, as they provide “care” (i.e., shelter) to unrelated 

children for all or part of the day. TEX. HUM. RES. CODE §42.002(3). 

DFPS’s expansive definition of “care” would ripple through §42.002, causing 

many absurd results: 

• a pediatrician or children’s dentist—or McDonald’s or H.E.B.— would be 
classified as a “day-care center” under Chapter 42 because it provides “care” 
(i.e., treatment or food) for “seven or more children under 14 years of age for 
less than 24 hours a day, but at least two hours a day, three or more days a 
week.”  Id. §42.002(7). 

• a hospital would be classified as a GRO or—depending on how many in-
patient beds it had available for children—as a “foster home” (which provides 
“care” for not more than six children for 24 hours a day) or a “foster group 
home” (which provides “care” for 7 to 12 children for 24 hours a day). Id. 
§42.002(5), (6). 

• a hotel would similarly be classified as a GRO—and as a foster home, or foster 
group home, depending on how many children could be staying there with 
their families. See id.  

DFPS’s new definition is—to put it mildly—untenable.   

Instead, “care” must be construed in the context of the statute in which it 

appears. Greater Hous. P’ship. v. Paxton, 468 S.W.3d 51, 59 (Tex. 2015). Chapter 

42 governs childcare. TEX. HUM. RES. CODE §42.001. The chapter defines “child-

care facility” as a facility that provides certain services to “a child who is not related 

by blood, marriage, or adoption to the [facility’s] owner.” Id. §42.002(3). Thus, 
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implicit in the definition of “child-care facility” is a definition of “childcare” as care 

provided in parents’ absence.  

Dictionary definitions of “childcare” likewise presuppose the parents’ 

absence:  

• “care for children provided by either the government, an organization, 
or a person, while parents are at work or are absent for another reason”10 
 

• “the care of children especially as a service while parents are 
working”11 

  
• “The care of children, especially by a crèche, nursery, or childminder 

while parents are working”12  
 

Therefore, if parents are present, services may still be performed for children, but it 

is not childcare. 

Construing “care” through the statutory overlay of childcare avoids the absurd 

results of the State’s definition and keeps DFPS’s licensing power within its proper 

parameters. The Plaintiffs agree with the State that the categories in §42.002(3) are 

not exclusive of one another but overlap and should be read together. See State Br. 

at 35-36.  

                                           
10 http://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/childcare (last visited Sept. 28, 2017). 

11 https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/childcare (last visited Sept. 28, 2017). 

12 https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/childcare (last visited Sept. 28, 2017). 

http://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/childcare
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/childcare
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/childcare
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Therefore, assessment, care, training, education, custody, treatment, or 

supervision—done in a childcare setting, i.e., without parents—define a “child-care 

facility.” TEX. HUM. RES. CODE §42.002(3). Likewise, “care” of children for 24 

hours a day—in a childcare setting, i.e., without parents—defines a GRO. Id. 

§42.002(4). Because physicians and hospitals provide medical treatment, and 

McDonald’s and H.E.B. provide food, outside a childcare setting, their services are 

not “care” under Chapter 42, and they do not require a childcare license. The same 

is true for any facility that provides services to children while parents are present:  it 

is not “care” under Chapter 42. 

C. Before 2016, DFPS read its licensing authority to require parental 
absence. 

Until recently, DFPS embraced this sensible construction. Commissioner 

Specia’s 2015 letter explains the statutory grounding. In refusing licensing authority 

over Dilley, he explains: “children reside at this facility with their parents. It is for 

this reason that DFPS has neither jurisdiction nor standing.”  7RR:Ex.11 at 1. DFPS 

had given the same explanation ten years earlier in refusing jurisdiction over Hutto: 

Your facility does not provide care for children. According to the 
information in your application, the T. Don Hutto Residential Center 
houses illegal immigrants and their children while the adults are waiting 
for deportation. Importantly. the adults retain responsibility for the care 
of their children while they are at your facility. Because your facility 
does not provide childcare, DFPS does not have the authority to 
regulate your facility. 

3SCR766. 
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Only one provision of Chapter 42 expressly mentions facilities where parents 

reside with their children. 7RR:Ex.11 at 1. The Legislature created a “Temporary 

Shelter Permit” (TSP) for any “shelter or other facility that is designed to provide 

temporary living accommodations to individuals and families, including a family 

violence shelter, a homeless shelter, and an emergency shelter.”  TEX. HUM. RES. 

CODE §§42.201, 42.202(a). Consistent with the ordinary meaning of “childcare,” a 

TSP allows a shelter to provide day care for children “while the adult [parent or 

guardian] is away from the shelter.” Id. §42.201(2). Any shelter facility operating 

under a TSP “is not a child-care facility” and is not required to obtain a GRO license. 

TEX. HUM. RES. CODE §42.207.13 Karnes and Dilley have TSPs. CR757-58; 

3SCR483, 719-20.    

Even at temporary shelters, DFPS’s regulatory authority is limited. 7RR:Ex. 

11 at 1. The agency has no jurisdiction at all unless the shelter provides daycare at 

least four hours per day, three days per week. Id.; TEX. HUM. RES. CODE §42.201(3). 

Moreover, the Legislature gave the agency only limited inspection authority over 

facilities with TSPs. 7RR:Ex. 11 at 1; TEX. HUM. RES. CODE §42.209(a) (agency 

                                           
13 Appellants have argued that the TSPs apply only in certain areas of Karnes and Dilley. Their 
text shows no such limitation. 3SCR719-20 (CCA “has been issued a CERTIFICATE to operate 
... South Texas Family Residential Center [in] Dilley”); 3SCR721 (“Floor Plan ... is not required 
for a Temporary Shelter Child-Care Facility.”).   
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may inspect only if it receives a report of abuse or neglect). As Commissioner Specia 

observed, “the Texas Legislature has provided DFPS with narrow jurisdiction over 

childcare” in facilities where children reside with their parents. 7RR:Ex.11 at 1. 

Commissioner Specia’s letter specifically rejects the notion that Dilley 

qualifies as a GRO. Id. at 2. Citing Subchapter K (“Operations that Provide Care for 

Children and Adults”), he notes that “adults and children can reside together in a 

[GRO] only in narrow circumstances.” Id. Although CoreCivic cites these rules as 

support for the broad assertion of DFPS authority, CoreCivic Br. at 33, the 

Commissioner is correct that the rules’ reach is narrow. Their primary purpose is to 

permit children currently living in a GRO to remain there once they turn 18. See, 

e.g., 40 TEX. ADMIN. CODE §748.1931 (listing circumstances where children may 

remain in care past their 18th birthday).  

Notably, in these facilities an adult resident may share a bedroom with a minor 

only if the age difference is less than two years and other criteria are met. Id. 

§748.1937; see also id. §748.3361 (allowing under-3-year-old residents of GROs to 

share a bedroom with a nonresident adult if certain criteria are met). Agency rules 

mention parents residing with children in only one circumstance: when the mother 
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is a minor in care. See id. §748.1825; see also CR3673-74. The FRC Rule itself 

recognizes this.14  

Commissioner Specia concludes that Dilley is not a GRO because it “does not 

provide 24-hour care to children.” 7RR:Ex.11. His conclusion necessarily rejects 

DFPS’s new, expansive definition of “care” and supports the Plaintiffs’ contention 

that “care” in this statute means childcare. Commissioner Specia’s reading of 

Chapter 42 recognizes that a facility provides “care” only if the parents are absent. 

This analysis was not unique at DFPS. Beginning in 2006, the agency studied the 

matter and declined to exercise jurisdiction over the Hutto facility. CR3136-37, 

3980; 3SCR766. And as late as summer 2017, DFPS attorneys studied the matter 

and refused to exercise jurisdiction over Dilley and Karnes. 3SCR:Ex.12 at 19.  

Other sections of Chapter 42 support DFPS’s longstanding construction. For 

example, licensed facilities are places where parents “visit,” not live. TEX. HUM. 

RES. CODE §42.0427. The Legislature requires an “intake study before a child is 

placed” in any GRO. Id. §42.042(f) (emphasis added). The purpose is to ensure that 

the child is placed in the proper therapeutic setting. CR3584-85. But intake studies 

are not prepared before ICE delivers children for admission into Dilley and Karnes.  

                                           
14 See 41 TEX. REG. §1493 (“DFPS’s current standards related to adults sharing a bedroom with 
children relates to adults who are in care at the facility, unlike the mothers at the FRCs who are 
not in care . . . .”) 
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See CR3926-28, 4094-95. This is not surprising, as the FRCs’ purpose is neither 

therapeutic nor to further children’s well-being. Their sole purpose is immigration 

detention. This further demonstrates that the Legislature did not intend FRCs to 

qualify as GROs, and the FRC Rule is in fatal conflict with Chapter 42.  

DFPS and the Private Prison Companies speculate that they could provide 24-

hour childcare if a parent is hospitalized or the child must sleep away from the parent 

due to unusual circumstances. But more than 50,000 mothers and children have been 

detained at Karnes and Dilley, and parental hospitalization has occurred only six 

times. See CR3937, 4110.15  Such incidental care cannot be the test for DFPS 

jurisdiction. Parental hospitalization could just as well happen at any of the tens of 

thousands of hotels, movie theatres, or other facilities that interact with children 

throughout Texas. DFPS does not require GRO licenses of these facilities simply 

because a remote possibility exists that they may have to care for a child for 24 hours 

due to a parent’s medical emergency.   

The State says that it wants to regulate so it can protect the children detained 

at Karnes and Dilley. State Br. at 15. But a state agency cannot act without statutory 

authority no matter how strong its conviction that regulation would be good policy. 

                                           
15 And while DFPS claims that a mother could theoretically be separated from her child at night at 
Dilley or Karnes if her family was too large to fit in a bedroom at these facilities, 3SCR494, CCA 
and GEO have the precise data in their computers and present no evidence that this separation has 
ever occurred. CR3933-34, 4099-4100, 3SCR1654. The average family size in Dilley and Karnes 
is 2.1—a mother and one child—which belies DFPS’s argument. CR3592, 3932, 3934. 
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See Pub. Util. Comm’n of Tex., 901 S.W.2d at 407. And the Legislature’s childcare 

licensing regime purposefully leaves many childcare facilities unregulated. See TEX. 

HUM. RES. CODE §42.041(b) (exempting churches, after-school programs, etc.).  

Moreover, DFPS’s desire to regulate is recently acquired and feebly justified.  

For the ten years prior, DFPS properly declined numerous requests to regulate family 

detention facilities, and its only explanation for why it seeks to do so now is to assist 

the federal government in complying with Flores, 3SCR709, not the protection of 

children at Dilley and Karnes. CR3086 (“The emergency is not so much that there 

were—that there have been kids out there that need to be regulated.”).  

The Private Prison Companies that paradoxically seek state regulation must 

comply with state standards whether they are licensed or not. ICE contracts require 

CCA and GEO to comply with “all substantive requirements for State-licensed 

residential care programs” even if Dilley and Karnes are not licensed. 3SCR893; see 

also CR4055-57. ICE maintains contract compliance officers in Washington D.C. 

and on-site at Dilley and Karnes to ensure compliance with the contract. CR4045. 

Finally, although the State cannot compel unlicensed facilities to comply with 

its licensing rules, DFPS or law-enforcement agencies always retain the power to 

inspect facilities and investigate allegations of abuse and neglect at Dilley, Karnes, 

or anywhere else. See, e.g., 40 TEX. ADMIN. CODE §745.8413 (requiring unlicensed 

facilities to submit to inspection or investigation). 
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  Chapter 42 and its regulations demonstrate that DFPS has no authority to 

license facilities where children reside with their parents.  

D. DFPS’s new construction is not entitled to any deference. 

DFPS demands deference to its new construction of Chapter 42. This is 

unwarranted for several reasons. First, deference does not apply at all unless a statute 

is ambiguous. R.R. Comm’n of Tex. v. Tex. Citizens for a Safe Future & Clean Water, 

336 S.W.3d 619, 625 (Tex. 2011) (citing Fiess v. State Farm Lloyds, 202 S.W.3d 

744, 747-48 (Tex. 2006)). A statute’s text, structure, history, and purpose are all 

considered to determine whether a statute is ambiguous. Entergy Gulf States, Inc. v. 

Summers, 282 S.W.3d 433, 443-44 (Tex. 2009). “Care” in §42.002(3)-(4) is not 

ambiguous. See supra, Part III.B.,C. Neither DFPS nor the Private Prison Companies 

assert ambiguity. To the contrary, they contend the statutes are clear.  

Even if there were ambiguity, DFPS’s new construction is suspect. “When an 

agency claims to discover in a long-extant statute an unheralded power to regulate 

[new and important matters], we typically greet its announcement with a measure of 

skepticism.” Util. Air Regulatory Grp. v. E.P.A., 134 S. Ct. 2427, 2444 (2014). In 

that circumstance, specific legislative authorization is required. See FDA v. Brown 

& Williamson Tobacco Corp., 529 U.S. 120, 159 (2000) (where FDA historically 

declined to regulate tobacco products despite arguably broad regulatory authority to 

do so, specific legislative authorization would be required before the agency could 
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exercise such economically and politically important powers). Texas has looked to 

federal precedent on deference. Tex. Citizens for a Safe Future, 336 S.W.3d at 625. 

Even if there were ambiguity, DFPS’s own longstanding construction of the 

statutory term “care” is what is entitled to deference, not its new construction. See 

Alaska Dept. of Envtl. Conservation v. E.P.A., 540 U.S. 461, 487 (2004); Pub. 

Citizen v. U.S. Dept. of Justice, 491 U.S. 440, 466 n.12 (1989) (collecting cases); 

see also Skidmore v. Swift & Co., 323 U.S. 134, 140 (1944) (degree of deference 

depends on “consistency with earlier and later pronouncements” and quality of 

agency reasoning for any change). 

The FRC Rule is an unprecedented expansion of DFPS licensing authority.  

DFPS has never sought to license facilities where parents live with their children—

let alone immigration detention facilities. See CR465. Dilley and Karnes would be 

by far the largest GROs ever regulated by DFPS. Dilley is twice the size of the largest 

daycare ever regulated by DFPS. 3SCR352-53.  

This expansion overtly reverses DFPS prior, reasoned position. As 

Commissioner Specia explained, DFPS carefully studied this matter under identical 

factual circumstances. 7RR:Ex.11; see also 3SCR481. This view was categorically 

stated and long-held—DFPS rejected a similar facility’s request for licensure in 

2006. CR3136-37. 
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DFPS now asserts the opposite position with equal vigor, contending it is 

statutorily required to license the very same facilities. Darla Jean Shaw, Director for 

Residential Childcare Licensing and Interim Assistant Commissioner for Childcare 

Licensing, provided the agency’s post-hoc justification. She said she became aware 

that mothers at Karnes and Dilley are not always completely responsible for care of 

their children16 because the facilities provide food, clothing, shelter, and supervision 

to children even when they are with their mothers. 3SCR469-70.  

The State’s assertion that this was new information is simply not credible. 

DFPS knew that the mothers and children were detained in ICE’s custody. Thus, 

ICE was necessarily providing food, shelter, clothing, and supervision. DFPS knew 

this in 2006 when it declined jurisdiction over the Hutto family detention center. 

CR38-44; 3SCR766. The same was true in later years when DFPS declined 

jurisdiction over Dilley and Karnes. See CR3080, 3136-37, 3858; 3SCR502-04. 

Whatever food, shelter, etc. the FRCs were providing was not “care” within 

the meaning of Chapter 42—that is, childcare. As Commissioner Specia explained, 

even in the case of temporary shelters offering childcare while parents are away, the 

agency has no licensing authority. The most it can require is a TSP.  

                                           
16 To the contrary, mothers at Dilley and Karnes are 100% responsible for their children except 
when they are at school or in daycare. 3SCR940, 713; CR3774 (“The parent is always responsible 
for their child.”). See also CR3359; 3SCR1186 (“Regardless of a child’s age or whether the parent 
has issued the child a free-movement pass, a child’s parents are ultimately responsible for 
overseeing their children.”). 
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Chapter 42, read as a whole, does not give DFPS any authority to license 

facilities where children reside with their parents. The agency’s construction, 

therefore, is contrary to the statute. It is also unreasonable. Desiring to fill 

“regulatory lacunae,” the agency’s new construction of Chapter 42 aggrandizes its 

regulatory purview to include doctors’ offices, hospitals, and restaurants. See supra, 

Part III.B.  

For those reasons, deference to the agency’s construction is unwarranted. See 

Tex. Citizens for a Safe Future, 336 S.W.3d at 625. Indeed, if any deference is given, 

it should be to DFPS’s prior, consistent, longstanding construction that the agency 

has no authority to license facilities where children reside with their parents. See 

Tex. Citrus Exch. v. Sharp, 955 S.W.2d 164, 170 (Tex. App.—Austin 1997, no pet.) 

(“[W]e give greater deference to an agency interpretation that is long-standing and 

applied uniformly.”). 

If the State and the Private Prison Companies want to broaden DFPS’s 

licensing authority to include FRCs, they must go to the Legislature. Indeed, while 

this appeal was pending, they tried—and failed—to convince the Legislature to 
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amend the statute in the most recent legislative session. See GEO Br. at 43 n.6. The 

bill died in a House committee.17 

Because the FRC Rule conflicts with Chapter 42 and exceeds DFPS’s 

statutory authority by asserting licensing power over facilities where children reside 

with their parents, it is invalid.  

IV. The FRC Rule contravenes the Human Resources Code’s objective. 

A rule must be “in harmony with the general objectives of the Act involved.”  

R.R. Comm’n of Texas v. Lone Star Gas Co., 844 S.W.2d 679, 685 (Tex. 1992) 

(quoting Gerst v. Oak Cliff Sav. & Loan Ass’n, 432 S.W.2d 702, 706 (Tex. 1968)).  

The Legislature’s only purpose in establishing the childcare licensing regime is “to 

protect the health, safety, and well-being of the children.” TEX. HUM. RES. CODE 

§42.001. The FRC Rule contravenes this objective.  

When DFPS first issued the FRC Rule on an emergency basis, its stated goal 

was not to protect children, but to assist ICE in detaining them: 

A [federal] court ruling on a 1997 settlement agreement concerning these 
facilities requires immediate action.  This particular [A]greement prohibits 
ICE from placing children in facilities unless they are, among other things, 
licensed by the state’s child welfare agency. 
 

3SCR:709.   

                                           
17 Texas Legislature Online, Bill History, H.B. 2225, 85th R.S., available at 
http://www.capitol.state.tx.us/BillLookup/History.aspx?LegSess=85R&Bill=HB2225 (last 
visited Oct. 17, 2017). 

http://www.capitol.state.tx.us/BillLookup/History.aspx?LegSess=85R&Bill=HB2225
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DFPS chose to issue the FRC Rule because it believed that without a license, 

ICE would be prohibited “from placing children in facilities.”  Id.; CR3094. DFPS 

admitted that its motivation was not the protection of children at Dilley and Karnes.  

CR3086. 

The agency’s post-hoc rationalization was essentially that any regulation is 

better than no regulation. CR472-73. But the record shows otherwise.  The Rule will 

harm children by paving the way for ICE to detain them longer. Under its 2014 

policy, ICE announced it would detain female-headed families for the duration of 

their deportation proceedings, which can take years. See Flores, 212 F.Supp.3d at 

869. Before the Flores court’s July 2015 order, detention periods at Dilley and 

Karnes averaged about 25 days. CR417-18. After Flores, the average detention 

period plummeted to about 10 days. Id. The Private Prison Companies believe that 

DFPS licensure is necessary to give ICE discretion to prolong detention at Dilley 

and Karnes. CR772 (explaining that Dilley’s license could allow detention of “10-

20 days” as opposed to “transfer within three to five days” that would otherwise be 

required), 3SCR829 (a license “will allow for longer lengths of stay” at Karnes).  

Finally, the FRC Rule weakens the minimum standards that the Private Prison 

Companies were contractually bound to provide in the absence of regulation. 

3SCR893; see also CR4055-57. A license is only as good as the standards behind it. 

As the Legislature stated, they work hand in glove: 
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The purpose of this chapter is to protect the health, safety, and well-
being of the children of the state who reside in child-care facilities by 
establishing statewide minimum standards for their safety and 
protection and by regulating the facilities through a licensing program. 

TEX. HUM. RES. CODE §42.001. In the FRC Rule, the agency abandoned one of its 

most important minimum standards: the prohibition on housing children and adults 

in same bedroom. This standard ensures children’s privacy and protection against 

sexual abuse.   

The agency justified its waiver by saying it would allow mothers and children 

to share a bedroom. DFPS admits that preserving family unity is its only possible 

justification for the waiver. 3SCR560. But that goal could have been accomplished 

with a more limited waiver applying only to mothers or other close relatives or 

guardians. Allowing unrelated adults—strangers—to share bedrooms with children 

does not further the agency’s stated justification and places children at serious risk. 

DFPS was unable to explain why permitting unrelated adults to share bedrooms with 

children has any conceivable justification at all. CR3677-78. This sharing happens 

even when there are empty bedrooms. See CR3926.   

The FRC Rule’s is the antithesis of the sole statutory purpose: “to protect the 

health, safety, and well-being of the children.” TEX. HUM. RES. CODE §42.001. The 

trial court properly invalidated the FRC Rule on this ground.  
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V. The FRC Rule contravenes Texas Family Code §54.011(f). 

The Legislature forbids secure detention of any child who has not been 

accused of committing a crime: 

[a juvenile] nonoffender, including a person who has been taken into custody 
and is being held solely for deportation out of the United States, may not be 
detained for any period of time in a secure detention facility or secure 
correctional facility, regardless of whether the facility is publicly or privately 
operated. 
 

TEX. FAM. CODE §54.011(f). Any person who “assists in detaining” a child in 

violation of this statue is subject to civil and criminal process. Id. 

 The FRC Rule is invalid because it assists CCA and GEO in detaining children 

in violation of §54.011(f). DFPS explicitly disclaims responsibility for complying 

with the Legislature’s directive: 

The department does not oversee requirements that pertain to other law, 
including whether the facilities are classified as secure or in compliance with 
any operable settlement agreements or other state or federal restrictions. 
 

40 TEX. ADMIN. CODE §748.7(b). The FRC Rule facilitates detention of innocent 

children that the Legislature forbids. 

A. Dilley and Karnes are “Secure Detention Facilities” 

The Legislature defines “secure detention facility” broadly as “any public or 

private residential facility that ... includes construction fixtures designed to 

physically restrict the movements and activities of juveniles [awaiting deportation].”  
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TEX. FAM. CODE §51.02(14) (emphasis added). The statute’s plain language 

controls. Entergy, 282 S.W.3d at 445. 

The FRC Rule is explicitly limited to facilities that “detain” children. 40 TEX. 

ADMIN. CODE §748.7(a)(3). DFPS formally found that Dilley and Karnes “are family 

residential facilities designed for detention of adults with children.” 3SCR709, 712. 

Children are not free to leave Dilley or Karnes without ICE’s permission.  3SCR355-

56. Although the facilities have held over 50,000 people, 3SCR944-65, none have 

ever escaped.  CR3930. If any detainee tried to escape, CCA and GEO would notify 

one of the 50-plus “ICE police” who work at Dilley and Karnes.  CR4084.18  ICE 

maintains its own weapons armory at the facilities. CR4115; 3SCR1019, 1062-65. 

ICE permits CCA and GEO to “use the minimum physical force necessary for ... 

prevention of escape”). 3SCR728. 

CoreCivic does not challenge the trial court’s conclusion that Dilley is a 

“secure” facility. See CoreCivic Br. at 40-42. Similarly, the federal government did 

not dispute the facilities’ secure status in the Flores litigation. Flores, 212 F.Supp.3d 

at 880. Only GEO challenges the trial court’s conclusion that Karnes is secure. GEO 

Br. at 62-63. 

                                           
18 CCA also contracts with local law enforcement to apprehend escapees and warns every family 
that “escape” is a “major infraction” punishable by family separation. CR3885; 3SCR904. 
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GEO’s evidence in support of its challenge is scant. See GEO Br. at 63. Just 

because GEO employees do not tell anyone they cannot leave or stop anyone from 

leaving does not mean that ICE employees say and do nothing, and the fact that the 

front door is not locked ignores the fact that it is nonetheless guarded, and interior 

doors are locked. See id.  

The record demonstrates that Karnes is secure as a matter of law. Karnes has 

“construction fixtures” designed to physically restrict the movements and activities 

of juveniles. These include: 

• A 12-foot cement perimeter wall, CR3735, 3883, 4080-81, 4157, one 
purpose of which is to keep detainees inside the facilities. CR3906-07. 
 

• A double-door, guarded secure entrance that divides the interior of the 
Karnes facility from the unlocked, but guarded, exterior lobby and front 
door. Flores, 212 F.Supp.3d at 879. 

 
• 30-foot tall light poles illuminating the wall and outside area. CR4081-

82, 4157. 
 

• Continuously monitored cameras to detect escape attempts. CR4082. 

• Locked gates and doors. 3SCR355-56. 
 

B. In Dilley and Karnes, children are “held solely for deportation.” 

 The statute prohibits detention of children who are “held solely for 

deportation.”  TEX. FAM. CODE §54.011(f). This text explicitly focuses on why 

children are detained. ICE’s only legitimate reason for holding the Detainee 
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Plaintiffs is to enforce civil immigration laws. Id.19  Federal statutes permit ICE to 

detain people only in connection with ongoing “removal” (deportation) proceedings 

or to execute a deportation order. 8 U.S.C. §§1225(b)(1)(B)(iii)(IV), 1226(a); 8 

C.F.R. §287.3.   

Before families are admitted to Dilley or Karnes, DHS enters an order of 

expedited removal for each person. 8 U.S.C. §1225(b); 8 C.F.R. §235; CR3317-18; 

3SCR895 (“Residents served by this contract are individuals who are alleged to be 

removable from the United States.”), 1390. 

Asylum is an affirmative defense to deportation. See CR3318-19. Every 

family subject to these orders will be deported from Karnes and Dilley unless they 

prove a credible fear of persecution in their home country. 8 C.F.R. §235.3(b)(4). 

After release, the deportation (removal) case against the family remains pending 

while the family attempts to prove eligibility for asylum. 8 U.S.C. §1229a; 8 C.F.R. 

§§235.3(b)(4), 208.30(f).   

                                           
19 “Removal is a civil, not criminal, matter.” Arizona v. U.S., 567 U.S. 387, 396 (2012) (references 
omitted); see also 3SCR1412 (“All persons in the custody of ICE are ‘Administrative Detainees.’ 
This term recognizes that ICE detainees are not charged with criminal violations and are only held 
in custody to assure their presence throughout the administrative hearing process and to assure 
their presence for removal from the United States pursuant to a lawful final order by the 
Immigration Court, the Board of Immigration Appeals or other Federal judicial body.”). 
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Between 2% and 20% of families held at Dilley and Karnes are deported. 

CR3749.20 The State and GEO tout the fact that the remainder are eventually 

released into the United States while they continue their asylum claims. State Br. at 

4; GEO Br. at 62. Regardless, all families are held at Karnes at Dilley under 

deportation orders, and they remain in deportation proceedings after they are 

released. CR3317-18. They are relieved of the threat of deportation only if they 

prove their asylum claim at a merits hearing. CR3318-19. Besides deportation, ICE 

has no legal reason to detain these families. CR3318.  

C. Dilley and Karnes are “publicly or privately operated.” 

The statutory prohibition applies broadly to all facilities, whether “publicly or 

privately operated.” TEX. FAM. CODE §54.011(f). The State and the Private Prison 

Companies, however, contend that “publicly or privately operated” really means 

“operated by or on behalf of the Texas Juvenile Justice Department or on behalf of 

a juvenile board.” 41 TEX. REG. at 1501; see CoreCivic Br. at 41; GEO Br. at 60-61.  

No such limitation appears in the statute. Title 3 (Chapters 51 through 61) of 

the Texas Family Code restricts the circumstances under which any child in Texas 

                                           
20 See USCIS Data (available at  https://www.uscis.gov/sites/default/files/USCIS/Outreach
/Upcoming%20National%20Engagements/PED_CF_RF_FamilyFacilitiesFY14_16Q2.pdf ). The 
Court may take judicial notice of government statistics. Perkins v. State, 367 S.W.2d 140, 147 
(Tex. 1963). 

 

https://www.uscis.gov/sites/default/files/USCIS/Outreach/Upcoming%20National%20Engagements/PED_CF_RF_FamilyFacilitiesFY14_16Q2.pdf
https://www.uscis.gov/sites/default/files/USCIS/Outreach/Upcoming%20National%20Engagements/PED_CF_RF_FamilyFacilitiesFY14_16Q2.pdf
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may be detained. See, e.g., TEX. FAM. CODE §51.12(a). In some cases, the Legislature 

explicitly limited certain provisions to specific juvenile justice agencies. See id. at 

§51.12(c-1) (“Juvenile Justice Department”). But §54.011(f) contains no such 

limitation. 

 Moreover, DFPS’s interpretation would make the statute illusory because no 

state juvenile justice agency is authorized to hold any child solely for deportation.  

See Arizona, 567 U.S. 407 (“[I]t is not a crime for a removable alien to remain 

present in the United States,” and only the federal government may enforce federal 

immigration law.). Courts do not interpret statutes to be meaningless. Union Carbide 

Corp. v. Synatzske, 438 S.W.3d 39, 55 (Tex. 2014). Consequently, §54.011(f) 

plainly encompasses Karnes and Dilley. 

D. The FRC Rule “assists” ICE, CCA, and GEO in detaining children. 

 The statute prohibits any person from assisting in detention of a child held 

solely for deportation. TEX. FAM. CODE §54.011(f). When DFPS first acceded to 

demands to license the FRCs, DFPS knew the license would help ICE detain 

children. 3SCR:709. The Private Prison Companies admit that DFPS licensure will 

allow them to detain children for longer periods of time. CR772; 3SCR829.  

Therefore, the FRC Rule plainly assists in the detention of minors in violation 

of §54.011(f).  
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E. GEO’s assertions of preemption and estoppel are without merit. 

GEO alone asserts federal preemption to prevent consideration of §54.011(f).  

GEO also asserts that the Detainee Plaintiffs are estopped from seeking to invalidate 

the FRC Rule. GEO Br. at 64-65. Both arguments are baseless.  

1. Preemption does not apply.  

On preemption, GEO’s briefing is inadequate. It invokes the federal 

government’s broad power over the “admission, naturalization and residence” of 

aliens” but does not explain why that power prevents DFPS from obeying 

§54.011(f). GEO Br. at 63. GEO concludes merely that the statute “cannot prevent 

ICE from operating FRCs.” Id. at 64. But that is irrelevant; this lawsuit seeks no 

relief against ICE. The issue is whether preemption forces DFPS to license the FRCs 

despite §54.011(f). GEO’s brief does not address this question.  

There are three forms of federal preemption: express, conflict, and field.  

Sunset Transp., Inc. v. Tex. Dept. of Transp., 03-14-00385-CV, 2017 WL 1534222 

at *11 (Tex. App.—Austin Apr. 21, 2017, no pet.). No federal statute purports to 

govern Texas rules on detaining children, so no express or conflict preemption is 

possible or even alleged.21 GEO’s only possible argument is that the federal 

                                           
21 Preemption might apply, for example, if a detainee tried to use §54.011(f) to obtain immediate 
release from Karnes or Dilley. See TEX. FAM. CODE §54.011(f) (“a nonoffender who is detained 
in violation of this subsection is entitled to immediate release from the facility.”). Unlike that 
situation, here §54.011(f) merely prevents the State from assisting the federal government to detain 
minors who have not been accused of any crime. Preemption does not apply in this circumstance. 
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government has so pervasively regulated immigration that the entire field is 

preempted. But this preemption is presumed not to exist, and this presumption 

against preemption is especially strong here, where state detention of juveniles is “a 

field which the States have traditionally occupied.” Id. GEO offers nothing at all to 

overcome this presumption, so its argument must be rejected. Moreover, even if the 

federal government were to assert immigration field preemption (which it has never 

done despite full notice of this litigation from the outset), Texas’s choice of law for 

detaining children would receive substantial deference from federal courts. See 

Texas v. United States, 809 F.3d 134, 154-55 (5th Cir. 2015). 

2. Estoppel does not apply. 

GEO alone also asserts that the Detainee Plaintiffs are estopped from seeking 

to invalidate the FRC Rule because—according to GEO—they agreed, as members 

of the Flores class, to be placed in a licensed program and “got what they asked for.” 

GEO Br. at 64-65. But GEO does not—and cannot—point to anything in Flores that 

compels the Detainee Plaintiffs to acquiesce to an illegally licensed facility. They 

are free to challenge the legality and propriety of the FRC Rule.  

VI. The FRC Rule lacks a reasoned justification. 

The Legislature requires agencies to publish a reasoned justification with each 

rule: 
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 (A) a summary of comments received from parties interested in the 
rule that shows the names of interested groups or associations offering 
comment on the rule and whether they were for or against its adoption; 

(B) a summary of the factual basis for the rule as adopted which 
demonstrates a rational connection between the factual basis for the rule 
and the rule as adopted; and  

(C) the reasons why the agency disagrees with party submissions and 
proposals[.] 

If any one of these is missing, the regulation is invalid. R.R. Comm’n of Tex. v. ARCO 

Oil & Gas Co., 876 S.W.2d 473, 494 (Tex. App.—Austin 1994, writ dism’d) 

(although the Railroad Commission had statutory authority to prevent waste in oil 

production, its reasoned justification for “how or why the rule will accomplish this 

purpose” was inadequate). Section 2001.033 “mandat[es] that the reasoning an 

agency actually relied on appear in the order” adopting the rule. Nat’l Ass’n of Indep. 

Insurers v. Tex. Dep’t of Ins., 925 S.W. 2d 667, 670 (Tex. 1996).  “[C]onclusory 

statements” are insufficient. Id. at 671.   

A rule substantially complies “if the agency’s reasoned justification 

demonstrates in a relatively clear and logical fashion that the rule is a reasonable 

means to a legitimate objective.”  TEX. GOV’T CODE §2001.035(c). Any rule not 

adopted in “substantial compliance” with §2001.033 is “voidable.” Id. §2001.035(a). 

This requirement exists to produce “better rules.” Methodist Hosps. of Dallas v. Tex. 

Indus. Accident Bd., 798 S.W.2d 651, 657 n.9 (Tex. App.—Austin 1990, writ dism’d 

w.o.j.). 
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DFPS’s 9-page, single-spaced justification for the FRC Rule is inadequate 

despite its length. See 41 TEX. REG. 1493-1502 (Feb. 26, 2014). The bulk of it merely 

restates the minimum standards for GROs. It says nothing about why GRO standards 

are needed at Dilley and Karnes. It does not reference any study, history, or incidents 

indicating a need for DFPS regulation. As described above, the only reason DFPS 

issued the FRC Rule was because ICE and the Private Prison Companies needed it 

to comply with the federal court’s order in Flores.   

Not only is the proffered justification deficient generally, it lacks the 

statutorily required content on at least two critical aspects of the FRC Rule: (1) the 

agency’s licensing authority, and (2) its waiver of the minimum standards to allow 

children to share a bedroom with unrelated adults.   

Commenters understandably questioned the agency’s sudden reversal of its 

longstanding position that it could not regulate Karnes and Dilley. CR467-68. The 

agency’s explanation is facially contradictory. It responds that, because the mothers 

are detained and thus not in full control of their actions, “they cannot be considered 

the sole caregivers as they would be outside the setting.” CR468. But the agency 

simultaneously recognizes that it needs additional documents “to clarify the division 

of caretaking responsibility between FRC staff and the parents or family of a child 

in care.” CR465. DFPS cannot base its entire jurisdiction on the perceived 
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diminishment of the mothers’ caretaking responsibility if the agency is still ignorant 

of what their caretaking responsibility is. That is the definition of “arbitrary.” 

Second, the proffered justification does not explain why the agency allows 

children to share a bedroom with adults who are not related to them. Commenters 

were obviously and justifiably concerned that this waiver would expose children to 

sexual assault. CR468. Yet DFPS does not attempt to justify this waiver, even in 

terms of cost.22 See id. The agency says that it allows adults and children to share a 

bedroom so that mothers may remain with their children. Id.; 3SCR560. This 

explains the waiver as to mothers. But it does not explain why the waiver must 

include all adults, including unrelated strangers. This is insufficient for substantial 

compliance, as it contains no “statement of reasons how or why the rule will 

accomplish th[e] purpose” of allowing mothers to remain with their children. ARCO, 

876 S.W. 2d at 494. 

Neither the State nor the Private Prison Companies point to any text in the 

agency’s reasoned justification that cures these deficiencies.23  See State Br. at 42-

                                           
22DFPS might have reasonably concluded that cost was an inadequate justification for relieving 
the Private Prison Companies of the obligation to modify their facilities to comply with the 
bedroom rules.  The federal government pays CoreCivic $22 million per month even if ICE leaves 
beds empty.  CR3898.  

23 A third specific deficiency is the justification’s explicit acknowledgement that DFPS is aware 
that medical care may be deficient for children in Dilley and Karnes, and while DFPS is 
“sympathetic” to this concern, it chooses to license Dilley without doing anything about this 
deficiency, and does not provide any reason for making this choice. CR470. 
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47; CoreCivic Br. at 36-38; GEO Br. at 50-56. Accordingly, the Rule is voidable 

under §2001.035, and the district court’s judgment voiding the Rule should be 

affirmed on this ground. 

VII. DFPS adopted the FRC Rule without convening the work group required 
by §42.042(i). 

Before DFPS adopts minimum standards for GROs, DFPS: 

shall ... convene a temporary work group to advise the executive 
commissioner regarding the proposed standards, composed of at least 
six members who represent the diverse geographic regions of this state, 
including [representative of various stakeholder groups]. 

TEX. HUM. RES. CODE §42.042(i). DFPS’s minimum standards must reflect the 

unique characteristics of each type of facility that it proposes to license. Id. at 

42.042(f). 

DFPS adopted the FRC Rule without ever convening a temporary work group 

as specified in §42.042(i). 3SCR470. The State and the Private Prison companies 

argue that a work group is required only when DFPS first imposes minimum 

standards, not when only “minor” waivers are given. See State Br. at 47; CoreCivic 

Br. at 39-40; GEO Br. at 57-58.  

This contention ignores the unprecedented nature of the FRC Rule. DFPS had 

never before regulated facilities where children resided with their parents. It had 

never before regulated immigration detention facilities. And it had never regulated 

any GRO even approaching Dilley’s size. In the agency’s own words, “[f]rom the 
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outset, DFPS recognized that the character of the FRCs is without an identical 

counterpart in the current regulatory structure.” CR468. Moreover, the agency did 

not simply apply all GRO minimum standards to Karnes and Dilley. The exceptions 

were anything but “minor,” placing children at risk of sexual assault without even 

explaining why. See Part IV, supra.  

This is exactly the type of uneducated rulemaking the work-group 

requirement was intended to prevent. The statute requires the work group to include 

“a person with demonstrated expertise or knowledge regarding the different types 

and classifications of child-care facilities, homes, agencies, or programs that will be 

covered by the proposed standards.”  TEX. HUM. RES. CODE §42.041(i)(1)(B). 

DFPS’s prior work group could not have included a person with knowledge of the 

special features of immigrant family detention facilities because these facilities did 

not exist when DFPS crafted its original minimum standards. And, at that time, 

DFPS would have disclaimed licensing authority because mothers were residing 

there.   

Because the agency did not comply with the work-group requirement, the 

FRC Rule is invalid. 
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PRAYER 

Appellees respectfully request that this Court affirm the trial court’s judgment. 

Alternatively, this Court should remand the case to the trial court for further 

proceedings. 
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TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND PROTECTIVE SERVICES 

October 5, .2007 

Kim Porter 
1 o Burton Hms Blvd 
Nastwme, TN 37.215 

Operation #881535 
T. Don Hutto Residential Center 

Dear Ms. Porter: 

Thank you for submitting your application for a permit to operate a General Residential 
Operation. In the language used in Chapter 42 of the Texas Human Resources Code. a 
General Residential Operation is a type of "childcare institution." a chifdcare facility that 
provides care for more than 12 children for 24 hours a day. 

Your facility does not provide care for children. According to the information in your 
application, the T. Don Hutto Residential Center houses illegal immigrants and their children 
while the adults are wafting for deportation. Importantly. the adults retain responsibility for the 
care of their children while they are at your facility. Because your facility does not provide 
childcare, DFPS does not have the authority to regulate your facility. 

As your facility's program does not match up with DFPS's regulatory authority over childcare in 
Texas, DFPS will not process your application for a permit. The check you submitted for fees 
and background checks is enclosed. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

~ 
CLARICE BROWN 
Licensing Supervisor 
(512) 834-3237 

Chlld~Care Licensing 
14000 SUMMIT DR, AUSTIN. TX 78728 

Defendants' 004538 766
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TEXAS DEPARThlEl'\i'f OF FAi\IIL Y AND PROTECflVE SERVICES 

(°O.\l.\ llSSIO:>;ER 

J11hn J .. p<i.:i~. Jr. 

Case 
D-1-GN-15-4336 

Third Amended Pet. 

Exhibit 
5 

May 20. 20 15 

Mr. Bryan S. Johnson. fa4. 
Amoachi & Johnson. PLLC 
1918 Union Boulevard 
Bay Shon..:. New York 11 706 

RE: Correi;;pondence Regarding South Texa'> Family Re-.idcntial Center 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

I write in rc~pon"c Lo you r le tter of March 19, 20 15. which you adJre'>~c:c.J Lo me and Executi,·e 
Director David Reill y of the Tcxa-. Ju\1.-:nik Just ice Department (T JJDl. A Commis~ioncr of 1hc 
Tcxa_ Department of Famil) and Protective Services (DFPS). I can <.,peak only to your leller a~ it 
concerns DrPS. 

In your letccr. you ask TJJD and DFPS Lo close the South Tcxa<; Fami ly Re,identia l Center 
(STFRC) located at 1925 llighway 85, Di lley, Texas 78017 . ..:\-.you correctly note. children 
rc~1de at this faci lity with !hei r parcnb. It is for thi s reason th:ll DFPS has nc i1 her juri..,diction 
nor ~landing lO undertake your reques1. 

The Texa1; Legislature ha.., only au1horized DFPS to regulate clti)C.lre in temporary ~hd1cr~ \\here 
parent-. reside with their chi ldren. St'c Suhchap1er G. Chapter -l2. Texas I luman Re:.ource.s Code 
(I !RC). A.., prm ided in HRC ~-l'.UO I. thc-;c .,heller:- inc lude an~ ..... upcrviscd pubfidy or 
privately operaLcd ~heller or other facility thal i:-. de!)igncu 10 pro' ide temporary living 
accommodation · to individuals and familie .. inc luding a family \'iolence sheller. a homeles 
c;he lter. and an emergency .,helter ... To highlight the limi11; on it-. regula1ory au1hori1y at 
1cmporary sheller!>. DFPS doc<; no1 ha'Vc juri,diccion to regulate the daycare at a shelter tha1 
pro\'idc~ the daycare for less 1han four hours a day or 1hree day~ a week. Moreover. compared to 
its regulation of daycare al other scllings. DFPS ha~ limi1ed authQri ly tll in\'cstigale properly 
permitted care al 1he~e settings. See HR ~-l2 . 209 . Hence. in cnac ling !hi<; suhchap1er, the 
Tcxa:-. LcgblaLu rc ha:i provided DFPS wi1h narrow jurisd ic tion over childcare that on ::urs al these 
cnings. 

70 I W. 51 '' STRF.l'T • P. () Bo:-. l-l90,tl • A l sn:-... Tt-M4' 7 7 14-9010 • (5 12)-1 ~X--1~()1) 
An Equal Opportunity Employer and Provider PLAINTIFF'S 

ExrrlT 



~Ir. Br).tn S John..,l)ll. E:.q 
May 20. 2015 
P.1gc 2 

Taking each of your poin1' in tu rn. )11ll rcfcrcnLC Family Code c.,ec1i11n 51 01 Thi' ... cc11011 

<.:1"lnccrn.., chi ldren who h,1vc c:ngagcd 111 i:numcr:.itcJ delin4ucnt cnm.luct: Ml<.:h '"nu! the ca'e 
here. ScLnnJ, !he p.1rticul.1r section you rden;m:c include:- only chi ldren whn have been ab-.cnt 
frum '<.:hool for :-.pccificd period of lime, but who arc requi red 10 al tend '>clwol under rhc Tc-'.:a" 
Educa1ion Code. Ag~1in . !hut 1 ... nnt tht• in ... iant -.i tu,11ion. 

A.., for 1our reference 10 ~cc tion -IOOO of DFPS policy. -.uch appl ic:- 10 children 1n DfPS' 
t 'Oll . crv:.i11,r~h 1p. The l'.hi IJren at STFRC :ire not in the agency· ~ con ... crva1or~h1p: Df-P . ha~ nt• 
lcgJI Jurhurit) over\\ here lhe~e <.:h ildrcn re-.ide. Thus. they ha\ c not been plau:cl al STfRC hy 
DI-PS. Simdarl), the fcdcral rn<lc )<HI reference, 42 L'.S.C. *675. concern ... only children whu 
a1c in :.i 'talc·., chdJ wcJfJrc l"ll'\tOU) an<! -.uhjcct Lo that agency·., tcg..il con-.en -.11or..,hip /\gJin . 
1ha1 j.., m1t 1he cJ ... e here. 

DFPS can on ly regulate a fal"ility in the manner }Ott seek. when it provides '.!4-hou1 Jirccr can? 
for chllJrcn t\ general rei-1dcnt ial t)pcra1 ion j, 1 he type pf ch i Idearc 0perat ion regulated h) 
DrPS that pro\'iJc, ~-t-hour <.:arc to <.:h i :drcn. 1\ <. proviueu m Subchaptcr K. Chapter 748, 40 
Texas Aumin1 1r;.1tivc Code. adu lt' and ch ildrl.' n can reside together 1n a genera l rc:,iJcntial 
operation on! y in narrow circu1m1anccs. In the example you prov1J e about lkrnicc anti her tour
ycar-o ld child. the 1.:hi tJ ""''~ pl.tLt!d in l\1:-ter<.::m: '"lien Bernice h.iJ Ill kJvc thc fc.1ulll) . 
Regardlc~s of your cuntc11t1011 "that CCA and ICE arc the primary <.:arcgivcr ... for the children 111 

their cu,tody:· 1h1.., c..,tab(i.,he-. lhal STI RC doc ... not pn1\ idt: 2..t-hnur L..tre 10 ch ildren 

rllanl-. )llll for bringing :- uur rnnccrn~ to tin: a1tcn11on ul DFPS. While we th•rnh. )UU for )Our 
<.:orre,pon<lcncc. for the rca,ons ... iatcJ in this lc11 cr. DFPS due · not have the c1u1horit ) or :1biht~ 
LO clo<-e dm'n the STFRC f..tcility. Plea ... e let me !-.now if ~11u ha\t' lunhcr qrn:~ti1m ... . 

Sincere I~ . 

~/? 
~~ 

ee John J SpcL·ia, Jr. 
Comn1i'i!-.1uner 

cc: The I lonnrable Sarah Saldaiia . Diri:<.: lor. LJ S. Immigrat ion and Cu-;1om.., Enfpn:cmcnt 
·1 he I l nnnrahk Ken Pa.\Lnn. Tex~,.., A ttornt:"y General 
D <niJ Reill). Exccuti\c Director. Texas Juvenile Juqicc Dcpmtmcnt 
Damon T. I lininger. Prc-.1denl am.I CEO. Correctillll:- Corpur:..Lion ol /\rnenca 
Red t-.kComh-. 
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Grassroots, et al v. DFPS, et al 160ct03 - (Darla Jean Shaw) 10/3/2016 

Page 20 

1 children were placed there with the mothers and the 

2 mothers were providing the care for the children. 

3 Q. And what was ICE's response? 

4 A. We had multiple conversations about it, and I 

5 just said no. They asked if I would speak to the State 

6 of Pennsylvania, that they have a licensed facility 

7 there and how they've made how the State of 

8 Pennsylvania has been able to license these facilities, 

9 even with the mothers providing the care. 

10 And, you know, in consulting and talking 

11 with individuals within DFPS, a determination was still 

12 made at that point in time that it would not fall under 

13 DFPS's jurisdiction. 

14 And then eventually, over time, we got the 

15 letter from MALDEF, which brought up some concerns, 

16 which prompted me to go out and do the visits in the 

17 spring of 2015 and gain additional information. And 

18 that's where we really started getting a better picture 

19 of how the mothers were not strictly 100 percent in 

20 control and care of the children at all times. And that 

21 started conversations within DFPS about, Well, they 

22 really aren't providing care all the time, the 

23 operations are providing care, which then makes them 

24 subject to our jurisdiction. 

25 Q. I would like to show you a letter that's dated 

2437 Arbor Drive 
Round Rock, Texas 78681 

SIMONE WRIGHT & ASSOCIATES, LLC 
(512) 255-8572 

www.simonewright.webs.com 
simonewright@austin.rr.com 

46a6cf0e-9d90-46ab-853b·dea04ae61 e6d 
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